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The coaching practice. Very difficult
situation but she handled it beautifully
using so many core competencies.
Wonderful!
The playing field handout. Great visual
for trouble at the border.
My biggest take-a-way from this class
today was the idea that "when our clients
are having Trouble at the Border, it might
very well be a sign that things are really
going right, not wrong. This will really
help me move my clients into forward
thinking and take the focus off all the
reasons that keep them feeling stuck. I
will use it for myself too!
specific examples of coaching someone
at the Border with small steps and
reminding them of the vision.
I found the metaphors and clear
descriptions extremely helpful, and I am
very grateful for Maria's generosity with
material.
There were specific areas covered that I
know will be invaluable to a current
coaching client.
Intention handout

I appreciated the interest inventory
handout
Tips on getting past the border....
Monkey Mind
Drama or dreamer, conflict or
contribution, reason or results. Will
definitely use that!

You spoke with clarity & were very
Earn CCEUs,
informative. It was very much worth my Personal/professional
time. Thank you so much!
development

5

NO

5
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Janet M. Goodman,
Ph.D.

JMG Coaching

This was a very content rich presentation
and I am grateful to have had the
Topic, Presenter,
opportunity to listen to Maria Nemeth on Host, Earn CCEUs,
a live call. I have read The Energy of
Personal/professional
Money and refer back to it often. She is a
development
wonderful teacher, coach and role model.

5
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Colleen Stone

View From the Heart
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development
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Laurie Geoffroy
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Handouts were very helpful.

Thank you.

Topic, Earn CCEUs

Thank you, Maria, for your generosity,
clarity of explanation and powerful
metaphors. If I was in the US I would be
Topic,
joining you Mastering Life Energies
Personal/professional
programme this Spring, but work
development
commitments require me to wait until
later.
Wonderful slant on making coaching
more effective using the discussion
Topic, Earn CCEUs
around intentions and knowing it is only
trouble at the border and not "stuck."
Topic
Earn CCEUs,
Personal/professional
development

Nothing - she was poised, professional
and engaged.

Topic, Earn CCEUs

4

YES

speak a little louder

Earn CCEUs

5

NO

5
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Coaching demo - acknowledgement and
celebration of your body as it is. That
was powerful.
MCC

ICF Coach Member - no
ICF Credential

5

5

5

5

Most valuable portion of the program for
me was listening to the question and
answer scenarios and the role play
between Maria and Susan. More
specifically, how Maria worked with
Susan on drilling down to get to a more
significant small step goal she could
take, initiating more challenging
questions that provided an opportunity
for Susan to think beyond her first
response or what she thought was the
immediate resolution. Highly effective
and at the same time suportive.

Topic, Earn
CCEUs,
Personal/professional
development

B. Kennally

InTouch Associates Ltd
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I really appreciate the empowering new
viewpoints. A handout listing the 6 types
of energy would have been helpful. Your
voice is soft and I was unable to hear
critical pieces of information. I hope the
recording will fill in the blanks, but
listening for another 1.5 hours for what I
The presentation of the 6 types of energy may not be able to hear a second time is
and the coaching session were the most
a large investment of time. Is the
valuable.
information about the 6 energies
available in print anywhere?
I see myself looking at being stuck from a I also really appreciated your coaching
new and empowering viewpoint.
and also Carrie's input concerning it.
The session really hit home for me
because a close friend has the same
problem as Susan.
Thank you for teaching me important
information which can empower my
coaching to bring better value to my
clients.

Earn CCEUs

Earn CCEUs
Well, I took three pages of notes as I
found almost nothing invaluable. Dr.
Nemeth explanation of the transition from
Visionary Reality to Physical Reality was
Topic, Earn
especially enlightening and will be very
CCEUs,
Same as above. Please share with her.
useful with my clients.
Personal/professional
development
Her tip on how to shift attention from
limited "habits of behavior" toward goal
attainment was a real gem.
I really appreciated the discussion about
what happens 'at the border' when
moving from physical reality to visionary
Topic, Earn CCEUs
reality. I also appreciated the Intentions
Inventory, and the reminder to set goals
in a way that promotes success.
Topic
Beautiful to witness your graceful style
weave the core competencies into the
The whole concept (well-supported) of
coaching conversation. I left the call
"trouble at the border" is brilliant.
inspired and with expanded awareness
Already tried it out with 2 clients and
and tools as a coach.
delightful to see their ah-ha moments
I am a mentor coach and after the call I
and expanded awareness as a result.
was wishing my trainees could hear the
Topic, Presenter,
session. Coach U students have access
Personal/professional
Your academic study and examples from to such recordings, but I do not have a
development
clients given during the teaching portion
resource for sample sessions to demo
and the examples offered during the
the competencies in action for students
coaching all wrapped perspective, clarity, with 2 other training schools I work with.
and credibility around the approach you
If you offer such a resource my email
offered.
address is <susan@susanabrams.net>.
Meanwhile, I'll encourage ICFLA
membership <g>.
My second time filling out the form I deeply appreciate your sharing your
wouldn't submit the first time. I was longexpansive knowledge and wisdom
winded the first time, all glowing, but will
gained from your years of study,
need to say less to get a response in.
exxperience, and your own creative
synthesis of your work to offer as training Topic, Presenter,
The whole concept of "trouble at the
for other coaches.
Earn CCEUs,
border," examples, support information Personal/professional
stellar! The coaching demo ...wish the
I just came across your book The Energy
development
ICF had a bank of such model samples
of Money a month before this class was
of how a coach's unique style captures
promoted. Getting much value from your
the core competencies in a relaxed, yet
book so thrilled to have the class
with depth and breadth, coaching
opportunity as well.
conversation.

Pegasus Consulting,
LLC

Abrams Coaching
International
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A structure that works. Learning distilled
Thank you for generously sharing your
from years of experience. I was able to
Topic
5
insights and practices.
use what I learned immediately.
The idea of complexity at the border
between visionary and physical .. as
simply reality, not a negative state or
I am very appreciative of this wisdom and
Topic, Host,
requiring a negative internal
practicality for working with self and
Personal/professional
5
conversation. Just "what's so" ...and the
clients and peole in general.
development
idea of re-framing this border in relation
to the life intentions inventory.
I loved the "trouble at the border" piece
Topic,
and it really fit with where I am at with a
Personal/professional
4
few of my projects for my business.
development
THANK YOU for normalizing this for me.
4.62
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